DUnAs has the mission of giving to the UA’s research community an open repository for the archiving and publishing of investigation data that support the scientific research.
Goals

a. Give to the UA’s scientific community a platform for the archive, dissemination and curation of scientific data, with the purpose of promoting its dissemination.
b. Grant the research and retrieval of the data archived in the repository.
c. Comply with the requirements of funding agencies, namely the European Commission and the Foundation for Science and Technology.
d. Support Open Science initiatives at a National and European level.
e. Make the data resulting from scientific research activities at the University of Aveiro accessible and reusable.
f. Assign a unique identifier (DOI) to each data set, making it easier to quote.
01 Kick-off
Stage 1

Search for the best solution

Software selection and exploration (Dataverse)

Collection of national and international good practices
Stage 2
Stage 2

01 Experiences
Contacts with other Dataverse user teams

02 Preparation
Good practices for collecting and knowing various scientific domains and methodologies

03 Pilots
Selection of two pilots
IN BRIEF
IN BRIEF

Final review of a document that is at the base of the implementation of this service:

- FAIR principles;
- DOI;
- Structure;
- Security;
- Storage;
- Conditions of access;
- Roles and responsibilities;
- Terms of deposit;
- Deposit criteria;
- Metadata;
- Format of files;
- Sensible data;
- Deposit workflow;
- Curation;
- Access;
- Copyright;
- Citations;
- Quality;
- Scalability;
- Sustainability;
- Helpdesk.
…Now what?
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